Combustion oscillation of a self-excited thermo-acoustic phenomenon occurs inside the gas turbine combustor. Its excessive pressure fluctuation may impair the gas turbine engine operation, and could result in hardware severe damages. Therefore, combustion oscillation is one of the problems of the gas turbine development. In this paper, acoustic liner of an acoustic damping appending device to suppress the combustion oscillation is developed and discussed. Acoustic liner consists of a perforated plate, which the acoustic analysis models have been researched well at other papers referenced in this paper, and back cavity. The accuracy of these acoustic analysis models was verified by the laboratory model tests, and then the effectiveness that acoustic liner can suppress combustion oscillation at high frequencies was verified by the actual engine operation tests. This suppression method can be designed without the detailed combustion prediction. Hence the credible design is relatively easy. As the results of the actual engine operation tests shown in this paper, the gas turbine combustor with acoustic liner can be operating robustly without worrying about high frequency oscillation, and future more contributions to the combustor development can be expected.
Introduction
Combustion oscillation of a self-excited thermo-acoustic phenomenon occurs inside the gas turbine combustor in operating at higher temperatures with reducing NOx and other gaseous emissions. In general, excessive pressure fluctuation of combustion oscillation may impair the gas turbine engine operation and could result in hardware severe damages. Therefore, combustion oscillation is one of the problems of the gas turbine development [1] .
The mechanism of thermo-acoustic instability has been researched well, and many analytical and experimental researches have been discussed [2] - [9] . According to Rayleigh [2] who is referenced by many researchers, thermo-acoustic instability criterion is described as the following inequality called Rayleigh criterion
respectively. The left hand side of the inequality (1) means the amplification rate of the pressure fluctuation and the heat release fluctuation, which are interacted. The other side means the acoustic damping rate. Since thermo-acoustic instability occurs when Rayleigh criterion (1) is satisfied, reduction of the left hand side of the inequality (1) can be considered as one of the instability suppression method. Therefore the accurate analysis of the interaction between the pressure fluctuation and the heat release fluctuation has been often discussed. But especially at high frequencies, the accurate analysis of this interaction is difficult in actually. On the other hand, increase of the right hand side of the inequality (1) can be considered as one of the instability suppression method as well. The estimation of the right hand side of the inequality (1) is relatively easier, since the discussion of dynamic combustion is not involved. Then, in this paper, the method of increasing the acoustic damping at enough wide frequency range is focused. This concept is discussed briefly in the following section. The perforated plate with back cavity applied with the combustor wall shown in Figure  1 can be considered as one of the increasing method of the acoustic damping. This suppression method is called acoustic liner in this paper. The analysis method of acoustic property of a perforated plate has been well discussed [10] - [14] . For analyzing the acoustic absorption coefficient of acoustic liner at the high frequencies, the analysis model of Guess [14] is discussed in Section 3, then, the accuracy of the analysis model is verified by laboratory model tests in Section 4. Section 5 presents the results of the actual engine operation tests and the suppression effectiveness of acoustic liner against the instability. Conclusions are summarized in the final section. 
Instability criterion and conceptual design to suppress the instability
In this section, the concepts for suppressing of combustion oscillation at high frequencies are discussed, through the brief theoretical study of thermo-acoustic instability.
Instability criterion of combustion oscillation
For the simplicity of the discussion, the essential parts of the interaction between the pressure fluctuation and the heat release fluctuation are considered, but the other effects, as the nonlinearity, the mean flow effects, and the viscosity are considered to be negligible. The equations governing the combustion oscillation can be described as
where ρ , p , u , S , T , γ and c are density, pressure, velocity, entropy, temperature, ratio of specific heats, and speed of sound, respectively. A combination of the equations above is ( ),
is acoustic energy density. Integrating the equation (6) temporally over the period τ of oscillation and spatially over the volume V of combustor, the increase degree of the instability can be estimated as
where Gauss integral formula has been applied to the second term of the right hand side. The notations of A and n are the boundary surface of combustor volume V and the normal vector at its boundary surface A , respectively. The first term of the right hand side of the equation (8), which the phase lag between the pressure fluctuation p′ and the heat release fluctuation q′ is important, means the amplification rate of these dynamic values which are coupled with each other. The second term means the acoustic energy absorbed at the boundary surface. Summarizing above, the right hand side of the equation (8) means the balance of the amplification with the damping of oscillation. Therefore, when the following criterion is satisfied, the combustion oscillation instability can occur:
Conceptual design to suppress the combustion oscillation
The combustor should be designed so that the instability criterion not satisfied. Thus, it should be that the left hand side of the inequality (9) is designed to be small, or the right Vol. 7, No. 1, 2012 hand side is designed to be larger. Using the thermo-acoustic analysis, the left hand side of the inequality (9) can be analyzed. However especially at higher frequencies many acoustic modes are inside the combustor, and even if the huge and complex calculations can be done, the suppressing design and analysis of all modes is not easy. Whereas, the estimation of the right hand side of the inequality (9) can be analyzed easier without the discussion of the dynamic combustion. Combustion oscillation is expected to be suppressed robustly by designing an additional acoustic damping at wide frequencies.
Design method for acoustic damping appending to combustor

Acoustic analysis model of the perforated plate with back cavity
There have been many discussions about the acoustic absorption coefficient of a perforated plate shown in Figure 3 . In this paper, the analysis model of Guess [14] ( ) ( )
is referenced, where 
The acoustic reflection coefficient and the acoustic absorption coefficient can be described respectively as follows, using the estimation of the acoustic impedance (13):
. According to the estimation of the acoustic absorption coefficient mentioned above, the acoustic absorption coefficient can be maximized at the specific frequency range where the imaginary part of the impedance F Z comes near to zero. Since the perforated plate is generally enough thin, the impedance b Z of back cavity is dominant in the imaginary part of the impedance F Z . Therefore, the optimization condition at which the acoustic absorption coefficient is maximized can be described as 0 cot = kb , and the acoustic absorption coefficient is found to be maximized at the frequencies π π
, where , 2 , 1 = n . This means the acoustic absorption coefficient can be tuned by the height of back cavity. In general case the incident propagation direction to the perforated plate is not the normal, so the optimization condition can be corrected as 0
, where ϕ is the incident angle to the perforated plate. This means the frequency property of the acoustic absorption coefficient of the perforated plate with back cavity can be varied by the incident direction of the sound. Although there can be various sound propagation directions especially at high frequency range, the analysis model mentioned in this section is assumed as the acoustic wave is propagating only to the normal direction to the perforated plate. Validity of this assumption is discussed in the next section.
Acoustic absorption coefficient of perforated cylinder with back cavity
The acoustic waves can be regarded as the superimposed solutions of Fourier transform of the wave equation, that is, ( ) 
in cylindrical coordinates shown in Figure 4 , where , , , Considering the combustor wall to be rigid, that is, 0 = ⋅ ′ n u at 2 r r = , the acoustic reflection coefficients on the combustor wall can be described as
Considering the thickness ε of the wall to be enough small, and negligible, and taking account of the conservation of mass and momentum which are described as , 0 
where P Z is the acoustic impedance of the perforated plate (10), the acoustic reflection coefficient at the perforated plate can be estimated as
where
Using these solutions, the modal acoustic absorption coefficients are as follows,
One example of analysis results is shown in Figure 5 . As mentioned in the previous section, the acoustic absorption coefficient of the acoustic liner is maximized at the resonant frequency of back cavity. Here, the acoustic liner is designed using the normal incident perforated plate model (15) to become its acoustic absorption coefficient maximized at a certain target frequency 0 f , in the actual engine temperature, pressure, flow rate, and more the actual engine operating conditions.
The solid line in Figure 5 is the acoustic absorption coefficient which is estimated by using the normal incident perforated plate model (15) . The dotted lines in Figure 5 are the acoustic absorption coefficients which are estimated for each cylindrical acoustic mode by using the cylinder model (26). In the both cases of the solid line and the dotted lines, the height of back cavity, the thickness of the plate, the porosity, the diameter of the apertures, and the operating conditions are as same each other, respectively. The difference of conditions between each estimation case is just whether the acoustic liner structure is planar or cylindrical. The circumferential mode number corresponding to each dotted line shows as m in Figure 5 . Examples of these mode shapes are as shown in Figure 2 . The number of m means the number of the nodal diameters of the mode shape. Since the sound propagation directions of the cylinder model especially at higher modes are not the normal to the perforated plate, the frequency properties of the acoustic absorption coefficients of the cylinder model are shifted to higher frequency range than those of the plate model. This tendency is more pronounced in higher modes.
Here, we should focus to the acoustic absorption coefficient of each cylindrical acoustic mode at each resonant frequency. These are shown as circles above the dotted lines in Figure 5 . The resonant frequencies of the cylindrical acoustic modes can be estimated using the wave equation solutions (16) and (17) Figure 5 . The resonant frequencies of the cylindrical acoustic modes which are shown as circles in Figure 5 can be estimated as the solutions of the eigen equation. For each circumferential mode m , there are plural eigen solutions caused for the radial modes. Therefore, there are plural resonant frequencies above each dotted line in Figure 5 . In Figure 5 , circles are found to be agreed well with the trend of the solid line. Hence, the analysis using the normal incident perforated plate model can be regarded as one of the estimation method of the acoustic absorption coefficient of the cylinder problem. 
Verification of damping effects at laboratory tests
The damping effects of the acoustic liner are examined experimentally by the cylindrical apparatus which is simulated the outline shape of the actual combustor as shown in Figure 8 . The mean flow velocity was adjusted to agree with Mach number of the actual engine operating conditions. The speaker was placed at the position corresponding to the combustion region of the actual combustor where was regarded as an acoustic source position. The acoustic liner structure of this test, which was same as Figure 5 , was designed in the actual engine operating conditions. The test was carried out at the normal temperature and the atmospheric pressure conditions. Figure 9 shows the pressure fluctuation measured near the driving source speaker developed for simulating a loud like the actual engine. The pressure fluctuation level excited by the speaker was adjusted that the ratio of the pressure fluctuation level and the mean pressure as to match to those of the actual engine operating conditions. The thin line in Figure 10 shows the acoustic absorption coefficient of the test acoustic liner estimated at the laboratory conditions of the normal temperature and pressure. The sound speed in the laboratory conditions is slower than that of the actual high temperature conditions. The horizontal axis of Figure 10 has been converted to the frequency of the actual conditions using the ratio of the sound speed. The frequency denoted as 0 f in Figure 10 means the same frequency discussed in Figure 5 . The bold line in Figure 10 shows the acoustic absorption coefficient of the test acoustic liner estimated at the actual engine operating conditions. Figure 11 is the comparison of the experimental results of acoustic lining wall conditions and rigid wall conditions. Comparing the experimental results and the designed acoustic absorption coefficient, the effects of the acoustic liner appending the sufficient acoustic damping as shown in Figure 11 can be found at wide frequency range where the acoustic absorption coefficient has been designed to be large as shown in Figure 10 . 
Actual engine operation tests
The experimental results of the acoustic liner applied to the actual gas turbine combustor at the actual operating conditions are presented in this section. In the operation without acoustic liner, namely in the conventional operation, a self-excited pressure fluctuation at high frequency range was measured. However, there was not excessive pressure fluctuation in operation with the acoustic liner, as shown in Figure 12 . Figure 13 shows the maximum pressure fluctuation levels measured for each of all combustors of the gas turbine over the whole of the operating conditions. The suppression effects of acoustic liner against high frequency combustion oscillation can be found at each of all combustors as shown in Figure 13 . Moreover, as the results, there are found uniformization effects of combustion oscillation in each combustor. 
Conclusions
Acoustic liner can suppress combustion oscillation at high frequencies. This suppression method can be designed without the detailed combustion prediction. Hence the credible design is relatively easy. As the results of the actual engine operation tests in this paper, the gas turbine combustor with acoustic liner can be operating robustly without worrying about high frequency oscillation, and future more contributions to the combustor development can be expected.
